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The excellent luminescence properties of perovskite quantum dots (PQDs), including wide excitation wavelength range,

adjustable emission wavelength, narrow full width at half maximum (FWHM), and high photoluminescence quantum yield

(PLQY), highly match the application requirements in emerging displays.
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1. Fundamental Structure and Optical Properties of PQDs

1.1. Fundamental Structure of PQDs

Halide perovskites have a general formula of ABX , where A and B are, respectively, monovalent and divalent cations, and

X is a monovalent halide (Cl, Br, I) anion. The basic structural unit of metal halide perovskites is shown in Figure 1d,e,

where B-site cations, usually Pb and Sn, will form inorganic octahedra with the six surrounding halide ions. However,

when the B site is a mixed cation such as B  and B’ , the whole structure will form a double-calcite structure with larger

crystals. Cubic-phase perovskite (the most regular perovskite) has a corner-sharing structure, which means that the cation

at site A is shared by eight neighboring cells, with the location of A at the apex of the cell .

The common metal halide perovskites can be further classified into either organic–inorganic (hybrid perovskite quantum

dots, HPQDs) or all-inorganic perovskite quantum dots (IPQDs), depending on whether the A cation is an organic

molecule such as methylammonium (CH NH ) and formamidinium (FA ), or an inorganic cation (commonly Cs ). The

optical and electronic properties of perovskites can be tunable by varying the composition of constituted halide ions and

the size of the cations . In addition, the dimensionality of perovskites can also be used to tune their optical properties,

similar to conventional metal chalcogenide semiconductors . Moreover, the reported dimensionality of perovskite can

range from the 3D to 0D. Compared with the high-dimensional one, the low-dimensional perovskite nanocrystals (NCs)

exhibit very high PLQY partly due to their defect tolerance , high exciton binding energy , high optical

absorption coefficient , and tunable carrier diffusion length .

1.2. Optical Properties of PQDs

After PQDs are excited by external energy, the electrons in the valence band leap into the conduction band, and therefore

holes are generated in the valence band. The three types of luminescence are as follows . (1) The electrons return to

the valence band and recombine with the holes to emit photons. (2) Electrons are trapped by a defect energy band to emit

light. (3) Electrons are trapped by a doped energy level and then emit light.

Four basic optical parameters, including emission stability , luminous intensity , color diversity , and color

purity , can be used to characterize the luminescence properties of PQDs. It is remarkable that these basic

characteristics also determine their application feasibility in display devices. Among them, emission stability is related to

the crystal lattice of PQD materials, and luminous intensity is mainly determined by PLQY. Color diversity can be

regulated by changing the PQDs’ particle size, composition, and type of ionic elements, while color purity is associated

with the FWHM of the emission spectrum.

Compared with organic fluorescent dyes and rare-earth-doped phosphors, PQDs show excellent optical properties in the

following four aspects: wide excitation wavelength range , high PLQY , adjustable emission wavelength 

, and narrow emission FWHM .

(1). Wide excitation wavelength range. The excitation spectra of both organic fluorescent dyes and rare-earth-doped

phosphors are relatively narrow and may require the use of excitation sources in specific bands to obtain a desired

emission spectrum. By contrast, the excitation spectrum of PQDs is continuous and can be excited by arbitrary light
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higher than the bandgap energy. Therefore, the same excitation light source can simultaneously excite PQDs with

different band gaps, resulting in different fluorescent colors.

(2). High PLQY. PQDs with a high molar absorption coefficient have excitation overlap regions so that they can absorb

large amounts of excitation light for light conversion. In addition, the defect energy levels caused by internal or surface

defects in PQDs can be eliminated by optimizing synthesis methods, modified ligands, and coating, so as to obtain high

quantum yield by radiation recombination.

(3). Adjustable emission wavelength. Due to the quantum confinement effect , the energy band of the semiconductor

is split into discrete energy levels, resulting in different sizes of PQDs having different band gaps. In other words, by

regulating the particle size, the light-emitting color of PQDs can be easily tuned to the required wavelength range for

various applications. Different from other QDs, the luminescence color of PQDs can also be changed by controlling the

components of the halogen anions, which has the potential to cover the entire visible spectrum.

(4). Narrow emission FWHM. For PQDs, the relaxation rate of electrons and holes in the band is much higher than the

composite rate of thermal excitons. It is hard to have recombination between high-level electrons and holes. Thus, the

luminescence spectra of monodispersed PQDs are basically symmetrical. The FWHM is comparable to the low-energy

edge of the first exciton absorption peak, and the luminescence peak energy is slightly lower than the first exciton

absorption peak.

Based on the above excellent optical properties, PQDs show outstanding performance to better meet the need in

emerging display, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the research direction of PQD displays.
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2. Synthesis Methods of PQDs

The synthesis of CsPbX  PQDs showing bright emission and a wide color gamut was first reported by Loredana et al. in

2015, and it is widely known as the hot injection method . The Cs-oleate precursor was prepared in advance, and then

injected into a PbX  (X = Cl, Br, I) solution dissolved in oleic acid (OA), oleylamine (OAm), and octadecene (ODE) at high

temperature and in a nitrogen atmosphere. After a few seconds, the temperature of the reaction system was quickly

dropped to room temperature and the PQDs could be obtained via centrifugation. By using this method, the cubic CsPbX

QDs with a PLQY of 50~90% and an FWHM of 12~42 nm were successfully synthesized, which paved a new way for the

development of perovskite. The hot injection method introduces OA, and OAm ligands, providing potential for subsequent

studies of ligand modification. In addition, this method facilitates the introduction of ions into perovskite lattice, laying the

foundation for the study of ion doping. In the same year, Nedelcu et al.  prepared IPQDs by introducing different

halogen elements into CsPbX  QDs for an anion exchange reaction, and finally realized the full spectral luminescence

(410~700 nm) with the PLQY of 20~80%.

Due to strict reaction conditions and a complex process, the hot injection method is still difficult for mass production at

present. In 2016, the room-temperature reprecipitation method was proposed based on the differences in the solubility of

ions in different solvents . OAm and OA as surface ligands and PbX  and CsX as ion sources were dissolved in

dimethylformamide (DMF) at room temperature to serve as precursors. The precursor at a supersaturated state was

injected into the toluene solution and a large number of perovskite crystals were precipitated. The resulting perovskite had

excellent optical properties, with a PLQY of 80%, 95%, and 70% and a FWHM of 35 nm, 20 nm, and 18 nm for red, green,

and blue, respectively. In this method, ligands function to passivate the QDs’ surface to reduce surface defects and inhibit

nonradiative recombination to improve the luminescence performance and lifetime. In addition, it is simple to operate

without high temperature and an inert gas environment, and it is less affected by the environment. Therefore, it does have

high repeatability compared with the hot injection method. In the same year, Tong et al.  described a universal nonpolar

solvent ultrasound method which mixed precursors of cesium and lead halide with the end-sealing ligand (OAm and OA)

in ODE followed by sonication for 10 min. The PLQY of the prepared red, green, and blue perovskites, respectively,

reached 90%, 92%, and 10%, and the synthesized CsPbBr  was highly monodisperse. This simple, fast, and ligand-

modifiable method is expected to achieve commercial production of perovskite.

In 2017, the microwave-assisted synthesis of CsPbX  NCs with different morphologies was first reported by Pan et al. .

Cesium acetate, lead halide (PbX , X = Cl, Br, I or their mixtures), a certain amount of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO),

OA, OAm, and ODE were mixed in a microwave quartz tube and then put into a microwave reactor. Nanoplates and

nanocubes were obtained at low and high reaction temperature, respectively, while nanorods could be formed by pre-

dissolving precursors. This method provided uniform particle size distribution, simple operation, no inert gas, and less

environmental impact. Compared with the hot injection method, it has a high repeatability and no other pretreatment. In

the same year, the solvothermal method was proposed for the synthesis of IPQDs . Cs CO  and PbX , used as

precursors, were mixed with OA, OAm, and ODE in the autoclave and maintained at 160 ℃ for a while. CsPbX  QDs and

ultrathin nanowires with uniform cubic phase were successfully prepared with the PLQY reaching 80%. Although this

simple preparation method could obtain high-quality IPQDs with controllable morphology, the uncontrollable system

temperature made it rarely used in doping strategies and ligand modification.

The mechanochemical synthesis method was first proposed in 2017 . Solid PbBr , ABr, and capping ligands were

mixed and ground at room temperature for a while. Square and rectangular (CsPbBr ), spherical (MAPbBr ), and

parallelogram (FAPbBr ) nanoparticles (NPs) were prepared through this solid-phase method. Although its PLQY of 13%

was significantly lower than in traditional liquid-phase method, it still showed certain good characteristics such as high

yield, simplicity, and fast synthesis process. Due to the solid reaction system, the ligand modification strategy was hardly

applied. For this reason, the wet ball milling method for preparing colloidal nanocrystals was further proposed by

Kovalenko et al. in 2018 , which was composed of APbBr  mixed with solvent and oil-based ammonium bromide ligand.

In 2019, Palazon et al.  revealed the process mechanism, dynamics, and possible side effects of dry ball milling. The

changes of mechanochemical synthesis with different time variations were studied in detail, and it was found that the

drying and rapid (5 min) process affected the excellent phase purity of IPQDs.

In 2018, Guo et al.  synthesized CsPbX  microcrystals using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at room temperature.

The working process was summarized as follows. PbX  and CsX (X = Cl, Br, I) were mixed in a reaction chamber. The

substrate could be made of sapphire, SiO , or Si. The products CsPbI , CsPbBr , and CsPbCl  were grown at 580 °C,

620 °C, and 620 °C, respectively, with argon at the rate of 100 mL/min and the growth time of 30 min. The fluorescence

lifetime was 59.7 ns (CsPbI ), 36.9 ns (CsPbBr ), and 3.5 ns (CsPbCl ), respectively. By using this method, the white-

light-emitting chips could be successfully prepared on substrates. Though the large size (μm) and high precision of the
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experimental equipment still limit its application, it does show a certain potential in display backlights due to excellent

performance of the crystal product.

In recent years, the synthesis of various kinds of nanocrystals with good homogeneity using a fully automated microfluidic

platform has become a hot research topic . This microfluidic platform allows the parameters of the synthesized

nanocrystals to be varied by changing the precursor molar ratio (e.g., Cs/Pb, FA/Pb, Cs/FA, and Br/I), growth time

(determined by flow rate and tube length), and temperature in a systematic and independent way. Droplets are generated

by adjusting the flow rates of the carrier phase (50~200 μL/min) and that of the dispersed phase (1.2~50 μL/min), and

each droplet can be viewed as a small hot-injection reaction system. In 2018, Lignos et al.  further explored the

synthesis of colloidal QDs in the near infrared using a microfluidic platform. The synthesis results showed that untreated

colloidal QDs had an emission FWHM within 45~65 nm. The NCs could further narrow the PL FWHM to 40 nm after a

series of post-treatments (e.g., isolation, size selection, and purification), while the synchrotron X-ray scattering clearly

showed a cubic structure of Cs FA Pb(Br I )  NCs. Finally, the electroluminescent devices prepared by this colloidal

QDs obtained a 5.9% EQE.

To sum up, efficient, convenient, and low-cost synthesis methods have been proposed for PQDs, which lay a foundation

for its potential applications in displays. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of the

existing perovskite synthesis methods, with references attached.

Table 1. The existing synthesis methods of PQDs.

Methods Principle Results Drawbacks Reference

Hot injection High
temperature

High yield, good properties,
suitable for ion doping and

ligand modification, widely used
Complex process

Anion exchange Doping Full-spectrum luminescence,
easy X-position doping Multi-step process

Room-temperature
reprecipitation

Different
solubility

Easy operation, high
repeatability, suitable for ligand

modification
Uneven size

Ultrasonic method Ultrasonic
treatment

Easy operation, suitable for
ligand modification High cost

Microwave-assisted
synthesis

Microwave
treatment

Easy operation, high
repeatability, suitable for ligand

modification
High cost

Solvothermal
synthesis

Mixed high
temperature

Easy to synthesize, controllable
morphology

System temperature
unevenness, not suitable for

ion doping and ligand
modification

Mechanochemical
synthesis Mixed grinding High yield, easy to synthesize Not applicable to ligand

modification

Wet ball milling Mixed grinding Easy to synthesize Low synthetic efficiency

Dry ball milling Mixed grinding,
solvent-free Fast, high synthetic purity Easy to generate surface

defects

Chemical vapor
deposition

Chemical
reaction,

deposition
Excellent performance Large size, precise equipment

Microfluidic platform Carrier spacing
reaction Automatic, homogeneity Immature
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